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Abstract
Big Data is an essential research area for governments, institutions, and private agencies to support their analytics decisions. Big Data refers to all about data, how it is
collected, processed, and analyzed to generate value-added data-driven insights and
decisions. Degradation in Data Quality may result in unpredictable consequences.
In this case, confidence and worthiness in the data and its source are lost. In the Big
Data context, data characteristics, such as volume, multi-heterogeneous data sources,
and fast data generation, increase the risk of quality degradation and require efficient
mechanisms to check data worthiness. However, ensuring Big Data Quality (BDQ) is
a very costly and time-consuming process, since excessive computing resources are
required. Maintaining Quality through the Big Data lifecycle requires quality profiling
and verification before its processing decision. A BDQ Management Framework for
enhancing the pre-processing activities while strengthening data control is proposed.
The proposed framework uses a new concept called Big Data Quality Profile. This concept captures quality outline, requirements, attributes, dimensions, scores, and rules.
Using Big Data profiling and sampling components of the framework, a faster and efficient data quality estimation is initiated before and after an intermediate pre-processing phase. The exploratory profiling component of the framework plays an initial role in
quality profiling; it uses a set of predefined quality metrics to evaluate important data
quality dimensions. It generates quality rules by applying various pre-processing activities and their related functions. These rules mainly aim at the Data Quality Profile and
result in quality scores for the selected quality attributes. The framework implementation and dataflow management across various quality management processes have
been discussed, further some ongoing work on framework evaluation and deployment
to support quality evaluation decisions conclude the paper.
Keywords: Big data quality, Data quality profile, Quality assessment, Quality metrics
and scores, Pre-processing

Introduction
Big Data is universal [1], it consists of large volumes of data, with unconventional
types. These types may be structured, unstructured, or in a continuous motion. Either
it is used by the industry and governments or by research institutions, a new way to
handle Big Data from a technology perspective to research approaches in its management is highly required to support data-driven decisions. The expectation from
© The Author(s) 2021. This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which permits use, sharing,
adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and
the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence, and indicate if changes were made. The images or other third party material
in this article are included in the article’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material
is not included in the article’s Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the
permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://creativeco
mmons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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Big Data analytics varies from trends finding to pattern discovery in different application domains such as healthcare, businesses, and scientific exploration. The aim is to
extract significant insights and decisions. Extracting this precious information from
large datasets is not an easy task. A devoted planning and appropriate selection of
tools and techniques are available to optimize the exploration of Big Data.
Owning a huge amount of data does not often lead to valuable insights and decisions since Big Data does not necessarily mean Big insights. In fact, it can complicate
the processes involved in fulfilling such expectations. Also, a lot of resources may be
required, in addition to adapting the existing analytics algorithms to cope with Big
Data requirements. Generally, data is not ready to be processed as it is. It should go
through many stages, including cleansing and pre-processing, before undergoing any
refining, evaluation, and preparation treatment for the next stages along its lifecycle.
Data Quality (DQ) is a very important aspect of Big Data for assessing the aforementioned pre-processing data transformations. This is because Big Data is mostly
obtained from the web, social networks, and the IoT, where they may be found in
a structured or unstructured form with no schema and eventually with no quality
properties. Exploring data profiling, and more specifically, DQ profiling is essential
before data preparation and pre-processing for both structured and unstructured
data. Also, a DQ assessment should be conducted for all data-related content, including attributes and features. Then, an analysis of the assessment results can provide the
necessary elements to enhance, control, monitor, and enforce the DQ along the Big
Data lifecycle; for example, maintaining high Data Quality (conforming to its requirements) in the processing phase.
Data Quality has been an active and attractive research area for several years [2, 3].
In the context of Big Data, quality assessment processes are hard to implement, since
they are time- and cost-consuming, especially for the pre-processing activities. These
issues have got intensified since the available quality assessment techniques were developed initially for well-structured data and are not fully appropriate for Big Data. Consequently, new Data Quality processes must be carefully developed to assess the data
origin, domain, format, and type. An appropriate DQ management scheme is critical
when dealing with Big Data. Furthermore, Big Data architectures do not incorporate
quality assessment practices throughout the Big Data lifecycle apart from pre-processing. Some new initiatives are still limited to specific applications [4–6]. However, the
evaluation and estimation of Big Data Quality should be handled in all phases of the Big
Data lifecycle from data inception to its analytics, thus support data-driven decisions.
The work presented in this paper is related to Big Data Quality management through
the Big Data lifecycle. The objective of such a management perspective is to provide
users or data scientists with a framework capable of managing DQ from its inception to
its analytics and visualization, therefore support decisions. The definition of acceptable
Big Data quality depends largely on the type of applications and Big Data requirements.
The need for a quality Big Data evaluation before engaging in any Big Data related project is imminent. This is because the high costs involved in processing useless data at an
early stage of its lifecycle can be prevented. More challenges to the data quality evaluation process may occur when dealing with unstructured, schema-less data collected
from multiples sources. Moreover, a Big Data Quality Management Framework can
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provide quality management mechanisms to handle and ensure data quality throughout
the Big Data lifecycle by:
• Improving the processes of the Big Data lifecycle to be quality-driven, in a way that it
integrates quality assessment (built-in) at every stage of the Big Data architecture.
• Providing quality assessment and enhancement mechanisms to support cross-process data quality enforcement.
• Introducing the concept of Big Data Quality Profile (DQP) to manage and trace the
whole data pre-processing procedures from data source selection to final pre-processed data and beyond (processing and analytics).
• Supporting profiling of data quality and quality rules discovery based on quantitative
quality assessments.
• Supporting deep quality assessment using qualitative quality evaluations on data
samples obtained using data reduction techniques.
• Supporting data-driven decision making based on the latest data assessments and
analytics results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. "Overview and background", we provide ample detail and background on Big Data and data quality, besides,
the introduction of the problem statement, and the research objectives. The research literature related to Big Data quality assessment approaches is presented in Sect. "Related
research studies". The components of the proposed framework and an explanation of
their main functionalities are described in Sect. "Big data quality management framework". Finally, implementation discussion and dataflow management are detailed in Sect.
"Implementations: Dataflow and quality processes development", whereas Sect. "Conclusion" concludes the paper and points to our ongoing research developments.

Overview and background
Big data

An exponential increase in global inter-network activities and data storage has triggered
the Big Data Era. Moreover, application domains, including Facebook, Amazon, Twitter,
YouTube, Internet of Things Sensors, and mobile smartphones, are the main players and
data generators. The amount of data generated daily is around 2.5 quintillion bytes (2.5
Exabyte, 1 EB = 1018 Bytes).
According to IBM, Big Data is a high-volume, high-velocity, and high-variety information asset that demands cost-effective, innovative forms of information processing for
enhanced insights and decision-making. It is used to describe a massive volume of both
structured and unstructured data; therefore, Big Data processing using traditional database and software tools is a difficult task. Big Data also refers to the technologies and
storage facilities required by an organization to handle and manage large amounts of
data.
Originally, in [7], the McKinsey Global Institute identifies three Big Data characteristics commonly known as ’’3Vs’’ for Volume, Variety, and Velocity [1, 7–11]. These characteristics have been extended to more dimensions, moving to 10 Vs (Volume, Velocity,
Variety, Veracity, Value, Vitality, Viscosity, Visualization, Vulnerability) [12–14].
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In [10, 15, 16], the authors define important Big Data systems architectures. The data
in Big Data comes from (1) heterogeneous data sources (e-Gov: Census data, Social
networking: Facebook, and Web: Google page rank data), (2) data in different formats
(video, text), and (3) data of various forms (unstructured: raw text data with no schema,
and semi-structured: metadata, graph structure as text). Moreover, data travels through
different stages, composing the Big Data lifecycle. Many aspects of Big Data architectures were compiled from the literature. Our enhanced design contributions are illustrated in Fig. 1 and described as follows:
• Data generation: this is the phase of data creation. Many data sources can generate
this data such as electrophysiology signals, sensors used to gather climate information, surveillance devices, posts to social media sites, videos and still images, transaction records, stock market indices, GPS location, etc.
• Data acquisition: it consists of data collection, data transmission, and data preprocessing [1, 10]. Due to the exponential growth and availability of heterogeneous
data production sources, an unprecedented amount of structured, semi-structured,
and unstructured data is available. Therefore, the Big Data Pre-Processing consists
of typical data pre-processing activities: integration, enhancements and enrichment,
transformation, reduction, discretization, and cleansing.
• Data storage: it consists of the data center infrastructure, where the data is stored
and distributed among several clusters and data centers, spread geographically
around the world. The software storage is supported by the Hadoop ecosystem to
ensure a certain degree of fault tolerance storage reliability and efficiency through
replication. The data storage stage is responsible for all input and output data that
circulates within the lifecycle.
• Data analysis: (Processing, Analytics, and Visualization); it involves the application
of data mining and machine learning algorithms to process the data and extract useful insights for better decision making. Data scientists are the most valuable users of
this phase since they have the expertise to apply what is needed, on what must be
analyzed.

Data quality, quality dimensions, and metrics

The majority of studies in the area of DQ originate from the database context [2, 3] and
management research communities. According to [17], DQ is not an easy concept to

Fig. 1 Big data lifecycle value chain
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Fig. 2 Data quality dimensions

Table 1 Example of data quality dimensions (Intrinsic)
DQD’s

Description

Completeness

Describes whether all relevant data is recorded. It measures missing values for an attribute

Consistency

Checks whether data agrees with its format and structure. It mostly refers to the respect of data
constraints

Accuracy

Measures whether data was recorded correctly and reflects realistic values. It is also defined as
the “closeness of the agreement between the result of a measurement and a true value of the
measure”. [29]

Timeliness

Computes whether data is up to date, referred to as data currency and volatility. [30]

define. Its definition is data domain awareness. There is a consensus that data quality
always depends on the quality of the data source [18]. However, it highlights that enormous quality issues are hidden inside data and their values.
In the following, the definitions of data quality, data quality dimensions, and quality
metrics and their measurements are given:
• Data quality: It has many meanings that are related to data context, domain, area,
and the fields from which it is used [19, 20]. Academia interprets DQ differently than
industry. In [21], data quality is reduced to “The capability of data to satisfy stated
and implied needs when used under specified conditions”. Also, DQ is defined as “fitness for use”. Yet, [20] define data quality as the property corresponding to quality
management, which is appropriate for use or meeting user needs.
• Data quality dimensions: DQD’s are used to measure, quantify, and manage DQ
[20, 22, 23]. Each quality dimension has a specific metric, which measures its performance. There are several DQDs, which can be organized into 4 categories according to [24, 25], intrinsic, contextual, accessibility, and representational [14, 15, 22, 24,
26, 27]. Two important categories (intrinsic and contextual) are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Examples of intrinsic quality dimensions are illustrated in Table 1.
• Metrics and measurements: Once the data is generated, its quality should be
measured. This means that a data-driven strategy is considered to act on the data.
Hence, it is mandatory to measure and quantify the DQD. Structured or semi-
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Table 2 – Example of data quality metrics
DQD’s

Metric functions

Completeness

Comp(%) = NNMV*100/N: Number of non-missing values /N

Cons(%) = NVRC*100/N: Number of values that respects constraints /N

Consistency

Acc(%) = NCV*100/N: Number of correct values /N

Accuracy

Uniq(%) = NDV*100/N: Number of distinct values /N

Uniqueness
N

Total number of observations (Rows) in dataset or sample

Table 3 Example of intrinsic DQD’s vs. big data characteristics
Data quality dimensions

Big Data V’s
Volume

Accuracy

X

Completeness

X

Velocity

Variety
X

X

Consistency

X

Currency

X

Veracity
X
X

X

X
X

structured data is available as a set of attributes represented in columns or rows,
and their values are respectively recorded. In [28], a quality metric, as a quantitative or categorical representation of one or more attributes, is defined. Any data
quality metric should define whether the values of an attribute respect a targeted
quality dimension. The author [29], quoted that data quality measurement metrics tend to evaluate binary results: correct or incorrect, or a value between 0 and
100 (with 100% representing the highest). This applies to some quality dimensions
such as accuracy, completeness, consistency, and currency. Examples of DQD
metrics are illustrated in Table 2.

DQD’s must be relevant to data quality problems that have been identified. Thus, a
metric tends to measure if attributes comply with defined DQD’s. These measurements are performed for each attribute, given their type and data ranges of values collected from the data profiling process. The measurements produce DQD’s scores for the
designed metrics of all attributes [30]. Specific metrics need to be defined, to estimate
specific quality dimensions of other data types such as images, videos, and audio [5].

Big data characteristics and data quality

The main Big Data characteristics, commonly named as V’s, are initially, Volume,
Velocity, Variety, and Veracity. Since the Big Data inception, 10 V’s have been defined,
and probably new Vs will be adopted [12]. For example, veracity tends to express and
describe the trustworthiness of data, mostly known as data quality. The accuracy is
often related to precision, reliability, and veracity [31]. Our tentative mapping among
these characteristics, data, and data quality, is shown in Table 3. It is based on the intuitive studies accomplished by [5, 32, 33]. In these studies, the authors attempted to link
the V’s to the data quality dimensions. In another study, the authors [34] addressed the
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mapping of DQD Accuracy with the Big Data characteristic Volume and showed that the
data size has an impact on DQ.
Big data lifecycle: where quality matters?

According to [21, 35], data quality issues may appear in each phase of the Big Data value
chain. Addressing data quality may follow different strategies, as each phase has its features either improving the quality of existing data or/and refining, reassessing, redesigning the whole processes, which generate and collect data, aiming at improving their
quality.
Big Data quality issues were addressed by many studies in the literature [36–38]. These
studies generally elaborated on the issues and proposed generic frameworks with no
comprehensive approaches and techniques to manage quality across the Big Data lifecycle. Among these, generic frameworks are presented in [5, 39, 40].
In Fig. 3, it is illustrated where data quality can and must be addressed in the Big Data
value chain phases/stages from (1) to (7).
1. In the data generation phase, there is a need to define how and what data is generated.
2. In the data transmission phase, the data distribution scheme relies on the underlying
networks. Unreliable networks may affect data transfer. Its quality is expressed by
data loss and transmission errors.
3. Data collection refers to where, when, and how the data is collected and handled.
Well-defined structured constraint verification on data must be established.
4. The pre-processing phase is one of the main focus points of the proposed work. It
follows a data-driven strategy, which is largely focused on data. An evaluation process provides the necessary means to ensure the quality of data for the next phases.
An evaluation of the DQ before (Pre) and after (Post) pre-processing on data samples
is necessary to strengthen the DQP.
5. In the Big Data storage phase, some aspects of data quality, such as storage failure,
are handled by replicating data on multiple storages. The latter is also valid for data
transmission when a network fails to transmit data.
6. In the Data Processing and Analytics phases, the quality is influenced by both the
applied process and data quality itself. Among the various data mining and machine
learning algorithms and techniques suitable for Big Data, those that converge rapidly
and consume fewer cloud resources will be highly adopted. The relation between DQ

Fig. 3 Where quality matters in big data lifecycle?
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and the processing methods is substantial. A certain DQ requirement on these methods or algorithms might be imposed to ensure efficient performance.
7. Finally, for an ongoing iterative value chain, the visualization phase seems to be only
a representation of the data in a fashionable way such as a dashboard. This helps the
decision-makers to have a clear picture of the data and its valuable insights. Finally,
in this work, Big Data is transformed into useful Small Data, which is easy to visualize and interpret.

Data quality issues

Data quality issues generally appear when the quality requirements are not met on the
data values [41]. These issues are due to several factors or processes having occurred at
different levels:
(a) Data source level: unreliability, trust, data copying, inconsistency, multi-sources,
and data domain.
(b) Generation level: human data entry, sensors’ readings, social media, unstructured
data, and missing values.
(c) Process level (acquisition: collection, transmission).
In [21, 35, 42], many causes of poor data quality were enumerated, and a list of elements, which affect the quality and DQD’s was produced. This list is illustrated in
Table 4.

Related research studies
Research directions on Big Data differ between industry and academia. Industry scientists mainly focus on the technical implementations, infrastructures, and solutions for
Big Data management, whereas researchers from academia tackle theoretical issues of
Big Data. Academia’s efforts mainly include the development of new algorithms for data
analytics, data replication, data distribution, and optimization of data handling. In this
section, the literature review is classified into 3 categories, which are described in the
following sub-sections.
Data quality assessment approaches

Existing studies on data quality have been approached from different perspectives. In
the majority of the papers, the authors agree that data quality is related to the phases or
processes of its lifecycle [8]. Specifically, data quality is highly related to the data generation phases and/or with its origin. The methodologies adopted to assess data quality are
based on traditional data strategies and should be adapted to Big Data. Moreover, the
application domain and type of information (Content-based, Context-based, or Ratingbased) affects the way the quality evaluation metrics are designed and applied. In content-based quality metrics, the information itself is used as a quality indicator, whereas
in context-based metrics meta-data is used as quality indicators.
There are two main strategies to improve data quality according to [20, 23]: data-driven
and process-driven. The first strategy handles the data quality in the pre-processing
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Table 4 Example of data quality issues
Data quality issues
vs data quality
dimensions (DQD)
Single data source

Cell instance level

Missing data
Incorrect data and
references, Data
entry errors and Misspelling
Irrelevant data
Outdated data
Misfielded and contradictory values

Dataset schema level Domain and Uniqueness constrains,
Functional dependency violation
Wrong data type, poor
schema design
Referential integrity
violation, lack of
integrity constraints
Multiple data source Cell instance level

Different units, representations, Structural
conflicts
Different aggregation
levels, Inconsistent
aggregation
Temporal mismatch,
inconsistent timing

Dataset schema level Heterogeneous data
models and schema
design
Different encoding
formats

Accuracy Completeness Consistency
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

●

●

●

●
●

phase by applying some pre-processing activities (PPA) such as cleansing, filtering, and
normalization. These PPAs are important and occur before the data processing stage,
preferably as early as possible. However, the process-driven quality strategy is applied to
each stage of the Big Data value chain.
Data quality assessment was discussed early in the literature [10]. It is divided into two
main categories: subjective and objective. Moreover, an approach that combines these
two categories to provide organizations with usable data quality metrics to evaluate their
data was proposed. However, the proposed approach was not developed to deal with Big
Data.
In summary, Big Data quality should be addressed early in the pre-processing stage
during the data lifecycle. The aforementioned Big Data quality challenges have not been
investigated in the literature from all perspectives. There are still many open issues,
which must be addressed especially at the pre-processing stage.
Rule‑based quality methodologies

Since the data quality concept is context-driven, it may differ from an application
domain to another. The definition of quality rules involves establishing a set of
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constraints on data generation, entry, and creation. Poor data can always exist, and
rules are created or discovered to correct or eliminate this data. Rules themselves
are only one part of the data quality assessment approach. The necessity to establish
a consistent process for creating, discovering, and applying the quality rules should
consider the following:
• Characterize the quality of data being good or bad from its profile and quality
requirements.
• Select the data quality dimensions that apply to the data quality assessment context.
• Generate quality rules based on data quality requirements, quantitative, and
qualitative assessments.
• Check, filter, optimize, validate, run, and test rules on data samples for efficient
rules’ management.
• Generate a statistical quality profile with quality rules. These rules represent an
overview of successful valid rules with the expected quality levels.
Hereafter, the data quality rules are discovered from data quality evaluation. These
rules will be used in Big Data pre-processing activities to improve the quality of data.
The discovery process reveals many challenges, which should consider different factors, including data attributes, data quality dimensions, data quality rules discovery,
and their relationship with pre-processing activities.
In (Lee et al., 2003), the authors concluded that the data quality problems depend
on data, time, and context. Quality rules are applied to the data to solve and/or avoid
quality problems. Accordingly, quality rules must be continuously assessed, updated,
and optimized.
Most studies on the discovery of data quality rules come from the database community. These studies are often based on conditional functional dependencies
(CFDs) to detect inconsistencies in data. CFDs are used to formulate data quality
rules, which are generally expressed manually and discovered automatically using
several CFD approaches [3, 43].
Data quality assessment in Big Data has been addressed in several studies. In [32],
a Data Quality-in-Use model was proposed to assess the quality of Big Data. Business rules for data quality are used to decide on which data these rules must meet the
pre-defined constraints or requirements. In [44], a new quality assessment approach
was introduced and involved both the data provider and the data consumer. The
assessment was mainly based on data consistency rules provided as metadata.
The majority of research studies on data quality and discovery of data quality rules
are based on CFD’s and database. In Big Data quality, the size, variety, and veracity
of data are key characteristics that must be considered. These characteristics should
be processed to reduce the quality assessment time and resources since they are
handled before the pre-processing phase. Regarding quality rules, it is fundamental
to consider these rules to eliminate poor data and enforce quality on existing data,
while following a data-driven quality context.
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Big data pre‑processing frameworks

The pre-processing of data before performing any analytics is primeval. However, several
challenges have emerged at this crucial phase of the Big Data value chain [10]. Data quality is one of these challenges, which must be highly considered in the Big Data context.
As pointed out in [45], data quality problems arise when dealing with multiple data
sources. This increases the requirements for data cleansing significantly. Additionally,
the large size of datasets, which arrive at an uncontrolled speed, generates an overhead
on the cleansing processes. In [46–48], NADEEF, an extensible data cleaning system,
was proposed. The extension for Big Data cleaning based on NADEEF was presented in
[49] for streaming data. The system deals with data quality from the data cleaning activity using data quality rules and functional dependencies rules [14].
Numerous other studies on Big Data management frameworks exist. In these studies,
the authors surveyed and proposed Big Data management models dealing with storage,
pre-processing, and processing [50–52]. An up-to-date review of the techniques and
methods for each process involved in the management processes is also included.
The importance of quality evaluation in Big Data Management has not been, generally,
addressed. In some studies, Big Data characteristics are the only recommendations for
quality. However, no mechanisms have been proposed to map or handle quality issues
that might be a consequence of these Big Data Vs. A Big Data Management Framework,
which includes data quality management, must be developed to cope with end-to-end
quality management across the Big Data lifecycle.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that research initiatives and solutions on Big Data
quality are still in their preliminary phase; there is much to do on the development and
standardization of Big Data quality. Big Data quality is a multidisciplinary, complex, and
multi-variant domain, where new evaluation techniques, processing and analytics algorithms, storage and processing technologies, and platforms will play a key role in the
development and maturity of this active research area. We anticipate that researchers
from academia will contribute to the development of new Big Data quality approaches,
algorithms, and optimization techniques, which will advance beyond the traditional
approaches used in databases and data warehouses. Additionally, industries will lead
development initiatives of new platforms, solutions, and technologies optimized to support end-to-end quality management within the Big Data lifecycle.

Big data quality management framework
The purpose of proposing a Big Data Quality Management Framework (BDQMF) is to
address the quality at all stages of the Big Data lifecycle. This can be achieved by managing data quality before and after the pre-processing stage while providing feedback at
each stage and loop back to the previous phase, whenever possible. We also believe that
data quality must be handled at data inception. However, this is not considered in this
work.
To overcome the limitations of the existing Big Data architectures for managing data
quality, a Big Data Quality pre-processing approach is proposed: a Quality Framework
[53]. In our framework, the quality evaluation process tends to extract the actual quality status of Big Data and proposes efficient actions to avoid, eliminate, or enhance poor
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data, thus improving its quality. The framework features the creation and management of
a DQP and its repository. The proposed scheme deals with data quality evaluation before
and after the pre-processing phase. These practices are essential to ensure a certain quality level for the next phases while maintaining the optimal cost of the evaluation.
In this work, a quantitative approach is used. This approach consists of an end-to-end
data quality management system that deals with DQ through the execution of pre-preprocessing tasks to evaluate BDQ on data. It starts with data sampling, data and DQ
profiling, and gathering user DQ requirements. It then proceeds to DQD evaluation and
discovery of Quality rules from quality scores and requirements. Each data quality rule
is represented by one-to-many Pre-Processing Functions (PPF’s) under a specific PreProcessing Activity (PPA). A PPA, such as cleansing, aims at increasing data quality. Preprocessing is applied to Big Data samples and re-evaluated once again to update and
certify that the quality profile is complete. It is applied to the whole Big Dataset, not
only to data samples. Before pre-processing, the DQP is tuned and revisited by quality
experts for endorsement based on an equivalent data quality report. This report states
the quality scores of the data, not the rules.
Framework description

The BDQM framework is illustrated in Fig. 4, where all the components cooperate, relying on the Data Quality Profile. It is initially created as a Data Profile and is progressively
extended from the data collection phase to the analytics phase to capture important
quality-related information. For example, it contains quality requirements, targeted data
quality dimensions, quality scores, and quality rules.
Data lifecycle stages are part of the BDQMF. Generated feedbacks in all the stages are
analyzed and used to correct, improve the data quality, and detect any DQ management
related failures. The key components of the proposed BDQMF include:

Fig. 4 Big data quality management framework
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(1) Big Data Quality Project (Data Sources, Data Model, User/App Quality Requirements, Data domain),
(2) Data Quality Profile and its Repository,
(3) Data Preparation (Sampling and Profiling),
(4) Exploratory Quality Profiling,
(5) Quality Parameters and Mapping,
(6) Quantitative Quality Evaluation,
(7) Quality Control,
(8) Quality Rules Discovery,
(9) Quality Rules Validation,
(10) Quality Rules Optimization,
(11) Big Data Pre-Processing,
(12) Data Processing,
(13) Data Visualization, and
(14) Quality Monitoring.
A detailed description of each of these components is provided hereafter.
Framework key components

In the following sub-sections, each component is described. Its input(s) and output(s),
its main functions, and its roles and interactions with the other framework’s components, are also described. Consequently, at each Big Data stage, the Data Quality Profile
is created, updated, and adapted until it achieves the quality requirements already set by
the users or applications at the beginning of the Big Data Quality Project.
Big data quality project module

The Big Data Quality Project Module contains all the elements that define the data
sources, and the quality requirements set by either the Big Data users or Big Data applications to represent the quality foundations of the Big Data project. As illustrated in
Error! Reference source not found., any Big Data Quality Project should specify a set of
quality requirements as targeted quality goals (Fig. 5).
It represents the first module of the framework. The Big Data quality project represents
the starting point of the BDQMF, where specifications of the data model, data sources,
and targeted quality goals for DQD and data attributes are defined. These requirements
are represented as data quality scores/ratios, which express the acceptance level of the
evaluated data quality dimensions. For example, 80% of data accuracy, 60% data completeness, and 85% data consistency are judged by quality experts as accepted levels (or
tolerance ratios). These levels can be relaxed using a range of values, depending on the
context, the application domain, and the targeted processing algorithm’s requirements.
Let us denote by BDQP(DS, DS’, Req) a Big Data Quality Project Request that initiates
many automatic processes:
(1) A data sampling and profiling process.
(2) An exploratory quality profiling process, which is included in many quality assessment procedures.
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Fig. 5 Big data sources

(3) A pre-processing phase is eventually considered if the resulted quality scores are
not met.
The BDQP contains the input dataset DS, output dataset DS’, and Req. The Quality
requirements are presented as a tuple of sets Req = (D, L, A), where:
• D represents a set of data quality dimensions DQD’s (e.g., accuracy, consistency):
D = {d 0 , . . . , d i , . . . , d m },
• L is a set of DQD acceptance (tolerance) level ratios (%) set by the user or the application related to the quality project and associated with each DQD, respectively:
L = {l 0 , . . . , l i , . . . , l m },
• A is the set of targeted data attributes. If it is not specified, the DQD’s are assessed
for the dataset, which includes all possible attributes, since some dimensions need
more detailed requirements to be assessed. Therefore, it depends on the DQD and
the attribute type: A = {a0 , . . . , ai , . . . , am }
The Data quality requirements might be updated with some more aspects, whereas
the profiling component provides well-detailed information about the data (DQP Level
0). This update is performed within the quality mapping component and interfaces with
user experts to refine, reconfirm, and restructure their data quality parameters over the
data attributes.
(a) Data sources: There are multiple Big Data sources. Most of them are generated
from the new media (e.g., social media) based on the internet. Other data sources
are based on the context of new technologies such as the cloud, sensors, and IoT. A
list of Big Data sources is illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.
(b) Data users, data applications, and quality requirements: This module identifies
and specifies the input sources of the quality requirements parameters for the data
sources. These sources include user’s quality requirements (e.g., Domain Experts,
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Researchers, Analysts, and Data scientists) or application quality requirements.
(Applications may vary from simple data processing to machine learning applications or AI-based applications). For the users, a dashboard-like interface is used to
capture user’s data requirements and other quality information. This interface can
be enriched with information from the data sources as attributes and their types,
if available. This can efficiently guide users to the inputs and ensure the right data
is used. This phase can be initiated after sample profiling or exploratory quality
profiling. Otherwise, a general quality request is entered in the form of targeted
Data Quality dimensions and their expected quality scores after the pre-processing phase. All the quality requirements parameters and settings are recorded in the
Data Quality Profile (DQP 0). DQP Level 0 is created when the quality project is set.
The quality requirements are specifically set as quality score ratios, goals, or targets
to be achieved by the BDQMF. They are expressed as targeted DQDs in the Big
Data Quality Project.
Let us denote by Req, a set of quality requirements presented as Req =
{r 0 , . . . , r i , . . . , r m } and constructed with a tuple (D, L, A). The Req quality requirements list is identified by elements, where each of these elements is a quality
requirement characterized byr i = (d i , l i , ai ); r i represents a d i in the DQD with a
minimum accepted ratio level l i for all or a sub-list of selected attributes ai .
The initial DQP originating from this module is a DQP Level 0, containing the following tuple, as illustrated in Fig. 6: BDQP (DS, DS’, Req) with Req = (D, L, A)
(c) Data models and data domains
• Data models: If the Data is structured, then a schema is provided to add more
detailed quality settings for all attributes. In other cases, if there are no such
attributes or types, the data is considered as unstructured data, and its quality
evaluation will consist of a set of general Quality Indicators (QI). In our Framework, these QI are provided especially for the cases, where a direct identification
of DQD’s is not available for an easy quality assessment.
• Data domains: Each data domain has a unique set of default quality requirements.
Some are very sensitive to accuracy and completeness; others, prioritize data currency and higher timeliness. This module adds value to users or applications when
it comes to quality requirements elicitation.

Fig. 6 BDQP and quality requirements settings
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(d) Data quality profile creation: Once the Big Data Quality Project (BDQP) is initiated,
the DQP level 0 (DQP0) is created and consists of the following elements, as illustrated in Fig. 7:

• Data sources information, which may include datasets, location, URL, origin, type,
and size.
• Information about data that can be created or extracted from metadata if available,
such as database schema, data attributes names and types, data profile, or basic data
profile.
• Data domains such as business, health, commerce, or transportation.
• Data users, which may include the names and positions of each member of the project, security credentials, and data access levels.
• Data application platforms, software, programming languages, or applications that
are used to process the data. These may include R, Python, Java, Julia, Orange, Rapid
Miner, SPSS, Spark, and Hadoop.
• Data quality requirements: for each dataset, its expected quality ratios, and tolerance
levels are accepted; otherwise, the data is discarded or repaired. It can also be set as
a range of quality tolerance levels. For example, the DQD completeness is defined as
equal to or higher than 67%, which means the acceptance ratio of missing values, is
equal to or less than 33% (100% –67%).

Data quality profile (DQP) and repository (DQPREPO)

We describe hereafter the content of DQP and the DQP repository and the DQP levels captured through the lifecycle of framework processes.
a Data quality profile
1

The data quality profile is generated once a Big Data Quality Project is created.
It contains, for example, information about the data sources, domain, attributes,
or features. This information may be retrieved from metadata, data provenance,

Fig. 7 Exploratory quality profiling modules
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2

3

4

5
6
7

8

schema, or from the dataset itself. If not available, data preparation (sampling
and profiling) is needed to collect and extract important information, which will
support the upcoming processes, as the Data Profile (DP) is created.
An Exploratory Quality Profiling will generate a quality rules proposal list. The
DP is updated with these rules and converted into a DQP. This will help the user
to obtain an overview of some DQDs and make better attributes selection based
on this first quality approximation with a ready-to-use list of rules for pre-processing.
The User/App quality requirements (Quality tolerance levels, DQDs, and targeted attributes) are set and added to the DQP. Updated and tuned-up previously proposed quality rules are more likely, or a complete redefinition of the
quality requirement parameters is performed.
The mapping and selection phase will update the DQP with a DQES, which contains the set of attributes to be evaluated for a set of DQDs, using a set of metrics from the DQP repository.
The Quantitative Quality Evaluation component assesses the DQ and updates
the DQES with DQD Scores.
The DQES scores pass through quality control if validated. The DQP is executed
in the pre-processing stage and confirmed in the repository.
If the scores (based on the quality requirements) are not valid, a quality rules
discovery, validation, and optimization will be added/updated to the DQP configuration to obtain a valid DQD score that satisfies the quality requirements.
A continuous quality monitoring is performed for an eventual DQ failure that
triggers a DQP update.

(b) The DQP Repository: The DQPREPO contains detailed data quality profiles per data
source and dataset. In the following, an information list managed by the repository
is presented:
• Data Quality User/App requirements.
• Data Profiles, Metadata, and Data Provenance.
• Data Quality Profiles (e.g. Data Quality Evaluation Schemes, and Data Quality
Rules).
• Data Quality Dimensions and related Metrics (metrics formulas and aggregate
functions).
• Data Domains (DQD’s, BD Characteristics).
• DQD’s vs BD Characteristics.
• Pre-processing Activities (e.g. Cleansing, and Normalizing) and functions (to
replace missing values).
• DQD’s vs DQ Issues vs PPF: Pre-processing Functions.
• DQD’s priority processing in Quality Rules.
At every stage, module, task, or process, the DQP repository is incrementally
updated with quality-related information. This includes, for example, quality requirements, DQES, DQD scores, data quality rules, Pre-Processing activities, activity
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functions, DQD metrics, and Data Profiles. Moreover, the DQP’s are organized per
Data Domain and datatype to allow reuse. Adaptation is performed in the case of
additional Big Datasets.
In Table 5, an example of DQP Repository managed information along with its preprocessing activities (PPA) and their related functions (PPAF), is presented.
(c) DQP lifecycle (Levels): The DQP goes through the complete process flow of the proposed BDQMF. It starts with the specification of the Big Data Quality Project and
ends with quality monitoring as an ongoing process that closes the quality enforcement loop and triggers other processes, which handle DQP adaptation, upgrade, or
reuse. In Table 6, the various DQP levels and their interaction within the BDQM
Framework components are described. Each component involves process operations
applied to the DQP.

Data preparation: sampling and profiling

Data preparation generates representative Big Data samples that serve as an entry for
profiling, quality evaluation, and quality rules validation.

Table 5 DQD’s and their related pre-processing activities and functions
PPAF# DQD

Metric

Data Type Methods

11

Outliers
detection

Num

Accuracy/
validity

12

13

21
22
23
24
25
26

Complete- AvailAll
ness
able data
observation

Results
(%)

PPA

Rule-based Outliers
Data
Count/
cleansTotal
ing
Rows,
List of
Linear
Obs. with
regresOutliers
sion
(Anommodel
aly,
Novelty)
High
dimensional
outlier
detection
methods
Count the Not NA
number
Count
of not
/Total
(NA, Null,
observaor any
tions
other val(Rows)
ues that
express
the Not
Availability)

Data
enrichment

PPAF

PPAF
Related
Actions or
Proposals

Retention

Use robust
classification
methods

Winsorizing
(Dealing
with
Outliers)

Replace outliers with
closest
values

Exclusion,
Truncation

Remove
related
rows

Data correction

Replace with
mean
Replace with
mode
Replace with
median

Data
removal

Remove
Rows
Remove
columns
Remove
rows and
cols
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Table 6 Data quality profile levels
#

DQP Operation

BDQP Create
Re-use

Description

DQP Level Related DQP Data

New big data quality project

0

An existing BDQP

All

Metadata, Quality Requirements,
…

1

Add

Data sampling strategy

0

Sampling parameters

1

Add/update

Data profiling

1

Data profile (schema, statistical
metric ratios scores)

2

Add/update

EQP (Predefined quality scenarios actions)

2

EQP parameters
QR Proposals List

Add

Qualitative QE (PCA, Feature
Selection, etc.)

QLQE parameters
(Attributes Sets)

Update

QLQE attributes sets combination

(Combined Set)

3

Add/update

Mapping attributes and DQD’s
evaluation settings parameters

3

(DQES)

4

Update

Samples quantitative QE of
DQD

4

QTQE results (DQES + Scores)

Re-use/update

DQES Reused for QTQE of Preprocessed Samples (S’)

7

(S’ DQES + Scores)

5

Control

S DQD Scores vs Requirements
S’ DQD Scores vs Requirements

5
7

(Valid and Invalid Scores)

6

Add

6

(Quality Rules List)

7

Apply

Quality rules discovery from S
DQES + Scores

7

Pre-processed Samples set S’

Quality rules application by
pre-processing Samples

7

Validate

Analyze and check valid rules

7

(Valid and Invalid Quality Rules)

8

Optimize

Valid quality rules optimization

8

(QR optimized)

9

Apply

Big data pre-processing using
optimized quality rules list

NA

New pre-processed Dataset DS’

10

Re-use/control/update QTQE using DQES for DS’ Samples, Score control

10

Quality report

(a) Sampling: Several sampling strategies can be applied to Big Data as surveyed in
[54, 55]. In this work, the authors evaluated the effect of sampling methods on Big
Data and concluded that the sampling of large datasets reduces the run-time and
computational footprint of link prediction algorithms, maintaining an adequate
prediction performance. In statistics, the Bootstrap sampling technique evaluates
the sampling distribution of an estimator using sampling, which replaces the original samples. In the Big Data context, Bootstrap sampling has been studied in several works [56, 57]. In the proposed data quality evaluation scheme, it was decided
to use the Bag of Little Bootstrap (BLB) [58]. This combines the results of bootstrapping multiple small subsets of a Big Data dataset. The BLB algorithm employs
an original Big Dataset, which is used to generate small samples without replacements. For each generated sample, another set of samples is created by re-sampling
with replacements.
(b) Profiling: The data profiling module performs the data quality screening based on
statistics and information summary [59–61]. Since profiling is meant to discover
data characteristics from data sources, it is considered as a data assessment process that provides a first summary of the data quality reported in its data profile.
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Such information includes, for example, data format description, different attributes their types, values, and basic quality dimensions’ evaluations, data constraints
(if any), and data ranges (max and min, a set of specific values or subsets).
More precisely, the information about the data is presented in two types: technical
and functional data. This information can be extracted from the data itself without
any additional representation using metadata or any descriptive header file or by
parsing the data using analysis tools. This task may become very costly in Big Data.
Therefore, to avoid costs generated by the data size, the same sampling process
(based on BLB) is used. Thus, the data is reduced to a representative population
sample, in addition to the combination of profiling results. More precisely, a data
profile in the proposed framework is represented as a data quality profile of the first
level (DQP1), which is generated after the profiling phase. Moreover, data profiling
provides some useful information that leads to significant data quality rules, usually
named as data constraints. These rules are mostly equivalent to a structured-data
schema, which is represented as technical and functional rules.
According to [61], there are many activities and techniques used to profile the data.
These may range from online, incremental, and structural, to continuous profiling. Profiling tasks aim at discovering information about the data schema. Some
data sources are already provided with their data profiles, sometimes with minimal
information. In the following, some other techniques are introduced. These techniques can enrich and bring value-added information to a data profile:
• Data provenance inquiry: it tracks the data origin and provides information about
data transformations, data copying, and its related data quality through the data
lifecycle [62–64].
• Metadata: it provides descriptive and structural information about the data. Many
data types, such as images, videos, and documents, use metadata to provide deep
information about their contents. Metadata can be represented in many formats,
including XML, or it can be extracted directly from the data itself without any
additional representation.
• Data parsing (supervised/manual/automatic): data parsing is required since not
all the data has a provenance or metadata that describes the data. The hardest way
to gather extra information about the data is to parse it. Automatic parsing can be
initially applied. Then, it is tuned and supervised manually by a data expert. This
task may become very costly when Big Data is concerned, especially in the case
of unstructured data. Consequently, a data profile is generated to represent only
certain parts of the data that make sense. Therefore, multiple data profiles for multiple data partitions must be taken into consideration.
• Data profile: it is generated early in the Big Data Project as DQP Level 0 (Data
profile in its early form) and upgraded as a data quality profile within the data
preparation component as DQP Level 1. Then, it is updated and extended through
all the components of the Big Data Quality Management Framework until it
reaches a DQP Level 2. The DQP Level 8 is the profile applied to the data in the
pre-processing phase with its quality rules and related activities to output a preprocessed data conformed to the quality requirements.
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Table 7 Example of exploratory quality profiling scenarios
# Predefined scenario actions (PPAF) Scenario actions PPA functions description

Execution
order

1 DeleteCols(dqd,“ > ”,TL)

Drop all columns or attributes with dqd ratio greater than
TL: Tolerance Level

1

2 DeleteRows(dqd,“ > ”,TL)

Drop all Observations or rows with dqd ratio greater than TL 1

3 DeleteRows(dqd,“ > ”,TL)
DeleteCols(dqd,“ > ”,TL)

Drop all Observations, then Attributes with dqd ratio greater 1
than TL
2

4 DeleteRows(dqd,“ > ”,TL)

Drop all Observations or rows with dqd ratio greater than TL 1

newdqd = Re-Evaluate ()

DeleteCols(newdqd,“ > ”,TL)
5 DeleteCols(dqd,“ > ”,TL)
newdqd = Re-Evaluate ()

DeleteRows(newdqd,“ > ”,TL)

Recalculate the new dqd ratio after the row drop

2

Drop all columns or attributes with newdqd ratio greater
than TL

3

Drop all attributes with dqd ratio greater than TL

1

Recalculate the new dqd ratio after the attributes drop

2

Drop all observations with newdqd ratio greater than TL

3

Exploratory quality profiling

Since a data-driven approach that uses a quantitative approach to quality dimensions’
evaluation from the data itself is followed, two evaluation steps are adopted: Quantitative Quality Evaluation based on user requirements and Exploratory Quality Profiling.
The exploratory quality profiling component is responsible for automatic data quality
dimensions’ exploration without user interventions. The Quality Rules Proposals module, which produces a list of actions to elevate data quality, is based on some elementary
DQDs that fit all varieties and data types.
A list of quality rules proposition, which is based on the quality evaluation of the most
likely considered DQDs (e.g., completeness, accuracy, and uniqueness), is produced.
This preliminary assessment is performed based on the data itself and using predefined
scenarios. These scenarios are meant to increase data quality for some basic DQDs. In
Fig. 7, the steps involved in the exploratory quality profiling for quality rules proposals
generation are depicted. DQP1 is extended to DQP2, after adding the Data Quality Rules
Proposal (DQRP), which is generated by the “quality rules proposals” process.
This module is part of the DQ profiling process, which varies the DQD tolerance levels
from min to max scores and applies a systematic list of predefined quality rules. These
predefined rules are a set of actions applied to the data when the measured DQD scores
are not in the tolerance level defined by the min, max value scores. The actions vary from
deleting only attributes, discarding only observations, or a combination of both. After
these actions, a re-evaluation of the new DQD scores will lead to a quality rules proposal
(DQRP) with known DQD target scores after performing an analysis. In Table 7, some
examples of these predefined rules scenarios for the DQD completeness (dqd = Comp)
with an execution priority for each set of grouped actions, are described. The DQD levels are set to vary from a 5% to 95% tolerance score with a granularity step of 5. They
can be set differently according to the DQD choice and its sensitivity to the data model
and domain. The selection of the best-proposed data quality rules is based on the KNN
algorithm using Euclidean distance (Deng et al. 2016.; [65]. It gives the closest quality
rules parameters that achieve (by default) high completeness with less data reduction.
The process might be refined by specifying other quality parameters.
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A list of quality rules proposal based on quality evaluation of the most likely considered DQD’s (e.g., completeness, accuracy, and uniqueness), is produced. This preliminary assessment is based on the data itself using predefined scenarios. The quality rules
are meant to increase data quality for some basic DQD’s. In Fig. 8, the modules involved
in the exploratory quality profiling for quality rules proposals generation, are illustrated.
Quality mapping and selection

The quality mapping and selection module of the BDQM framework is responsible
for mapping data features or attributes to DQD’s to target pre-required quality evaluation scores. It generates a Data Quality Evaluation Scheme (DQES) and then adds it
(updates) to the DQP. The DQES contains the DQD’s of the appropriate attributes to be
evaluated using adequate metric formulas. The DQES, as a part of DQP, contains (for
each of the selected data attributes) the following list, which is considered essential for
the quantitative quality evaluation:
•
•
•
•

The attributes: all or a selected list,
The data quality dimensions (DQD’s) to be evaluated for each selected attribute,
Each DQD has a metric that returns the quality score, and
The quality requirement scores for each DQD needed in the score’s validation.

These requirements are general and target many global quality levels. The mapping component acts as a refinement of the global settings with precise qualities’ goals. Therefore,
a mapping must be performed between the data quality dimensions and targeted data
features/attributes before proceeding with the quality assessment. Each DQD is measured for each attribute and sample. The mapping generates a DQES, which contains
Quality Evaluation Requests (QER) Qx. Each QER Qx targets a data quality dimension
(DQD) for an attribute, all attributes, or a set of selected attributes, where x is the number of requests.
(a) Quality mapping: Many approaches are available to accomplish an efficient mapping process. These include automatic, interactive, manual, and based on quality
rules proposals techniques:
• Automatic: it completes the alignment and comparison of the data attributes
(from DQP) with the data quality requirements (either per attribute type, or
name). A set of DQDs is associated with each attribute for quality evaluation. It
results in a set of associations to be executed and evaluated in the quality assessment component.
• Interactive: it relies on experts’ involvement to refine, amend, or confirm the previous automated associations.
• Manual: it uses a similar but advanced dashboard to that illustrated in Error! Reference source not found. and a more detailed one in the attribute level.
• Quality rules proposals: the proposal list collected from the DQP2 is used to
obtain an understanding of the impact of a DQD level and the data reduction
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ratio. These quality insights help decide which DQD is best when compared to the
quality requirements.
b) Quality selection (of DQD, Metrics and Attributes): It consists of a selection of an
appropriate quality metric to evaluate data quality dimensions for an attribute of a
Big Data sample set and returns a count of correct values, which comply with the
metric formula. Each metric will be computed if the attribute values reflect the DQD
constraints. For example, accuracy can be defined as a count of correct attributes in a
certain range of values [v1, v2]. Similarly, it can be defined to satisfy a certain number
of constraints related to the type of data such as zip code, email, social security number, dates, or addresses.
Let us define the tuple DQES (S, D, A, M). Most of the information is provided by the
BDQP(DS,DS’, Req) with Req = (D, L, A) parameters. The profiling information is used
to select the appropriate quality metrics ml to evaluate the data quality dimensions q l
for an attribute ak with a weight w j . In addition to the previous settings, let us consider the following:S: S(DS,N, n, R)→ S i a sampling strategy
• Let us denote by M, a set of quality metrics M = {m1 , .., ml , .., md } where ml is a
quality metric that measures and evaluates a DQD q l for each value of an attribute
ak in the sample si and returns 1, if correct, and 0, if not. Each ml metric will be
computed if the value of the attribute reflects the q l constraint. For example, the
accuracy of an attribute is defined as a range of values between 0 and 100. Otherwise, it is incorrect. If the same DQD q l is evaluated for a set of attributes, and if
the weights are all equal, a simple mean is computed. The metric ml will be evaluated to measure if each attribute has its ml correct. This is performed for each
instance (cell or row) of the sample si.
• Let us denote by M l (i) , i = 1, . . . , N , a metric totalml , which evaluates and counts
the number of observations that satisfy this metric, for a DQD q l of an attribute
ak of N samples from the dataset DS. The proportion of observations under the
adequacy rule is calculated by:

pk,i =

M l (i) (ak )
, k = 1, . . . , R
n

The proportion of observations under the adequacy rule in a sample si is given by:

pi =

R

p
k=1 k,i

The total proportion of observations under the adequacy rule for all samples is
given by:
N
N R
1   M l (i) (ak )
1 
pi =
Ml =
N
N
n
i=1

i=1 k=1

where M l characterizes the q l mean score for the whole dataset.
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• Let Qx ak , q l , ml represents a request for a quality evaluation, which results in
the mean quality score for a DQD q l for a measurable attribute ak calculated by
Ml. The process by which Big Data samples are evaluated for a DQD q j in a sample si for an attribute ak with a metric ml , providing a q l si score for each sample
(described below in Quantitative Quality Evaluation). Then, a sample mean q l is
the final score for ak .
• Let us denote a process, which sorts and combines the requests of a quality evaluation (QER) by DQD or by an attribute, resulting in a re-arrangement of the


Qx ak , q l , ml tuple into two types, depending on the evaluation selection group
parameter:


Per DQD identified as Qx AList(az ), q l , ml where AList(az) represents the
attributes az (z:1…R) to be evaluated for the DQD q l.
2. Per attributes identified as Qx(ak, DList(q l, ml)), where DList(q l, ml) represents
the data quality dimensions d l(l:1… d) to be evaluated for the attribute ak .
In some cases, the type of combination is automatically selected for a certain
DQD, such as consistency, when all the attributes are constrained towards specific conditions. The combination is either based on attributes or DQD’s, and
the DQES will be constructed as follows:


DQES (Qx AList(az ), q l , ml ,…,…) or.


DQES (Qx ak , DList(q l , ml ) ,…,…)
1.

• The completion of the quality mapping process updates the DQP Level 2 with a
DQES set as follows (Also illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.):



DQES (Qx ak , q l , ml ,…,…), where x ranges from 1 to a defined number of evaluation requests. Each Qx element is a quality evaluation request of an attribute ak
for a quality dimension q l , with a DQD metric ml.

•
•

•
•
•

The output of this phase generates a DQES score, which contains the mean score
for each DQ dimension for one or many attributes. The mapping and selection
data flow initiated using Big Data quality project (BDQP) settings is illustrated
in Fig. 9. This is accomplished either using the same BDQP Req or defining more
detailed and refined quality parameters and a sampling strategy. Two types of
DQES can be yielded:
Data Quality Dimension-wise evaluation of a list of attributes or
Attribute-wise evaluation of many DQD’s. As described before, the quality mapping and selection component generates a DQES evaluation scheme for the dataset, identifying which DQD and attributes tuples to evaluate using a specific
quality metric. Therefore, a more detailed and refined set of parameters can also
be set, as described in previous sections. In the following, the steps that construct the DQES in the mapping component are depicted:
The QMS function extracts the Req parameters from BDQP as (D, L, A).
A quality evaluation request (ak , ql , ml ), is generated from the (D, A) tuple.
A list is constructed with these quality evaluation requests.
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• A list sorting is performed either by DQD or by Attributes producing two types
of lists:
a.
b.

A combination of requests per DQD generates quality requests for a set of
attributes (AList(az ), ql , ml ).
A combination of requests per attribute generates quality requests for a set of
DQD’s (ak , DList(ql , ml )).

• A DQES is returned based on the evaluation selection group parameter (per
DQD, per attribute).

Quantitative quality evaluation

The Authors in [66], addressed how to evaluate a set of DQDs over a set of attributes. According to this study, the evaluation of Big Data quality is applied and iterated
to many samples. The aggregation and combination of DQD’s scores are performed
after each iteration. The evaluation scores are added to the DQES, which results in
updating the DQP. We proposed an algorithm, which computes the quality scores for
a dataset based on a certain quality mapping and quality metrics.
This algorithm is based on quality metrics evaluation using scores after collecting
and validating the scores with quality requirements and generating quality rules from
these scores [66, 67]. There are rules related to each pre-processing activity, such as
data cleaning rules, which eliminate data, and data enrichment, which replaces or
adds data. Other activities, such as data reduction, reduce the data size by decreasing
the number of features or attributes that have certain characteristics such as low variance, and highly correlated features.
In this phase, all the information collected from previous components (profiling,
mapping, DQES) is included in the data quality profile level 3. The important elements are the set of samples and the data quality evaluation scheme, which are executed on each sample to evaluate its quality attributes for a specific DQD.
DQP Level 3 provides all the information needed about the settings represented by
the DQES to proceed with the quality evaluation. The DQES contains the following:
• The selected DQDs and their related metrics.
• The selected attributes with the DQD to be evaluated.
• The DQD selection, which is based on the Big Data quality requirements expressed
early when initiating a Big Data Quality Project.
• Attributes selection is set in the quality selection mapping component (3).
The quantitative quality evaluation methodology is described as follows:
a. The selected DQD quality metrics will measure and evaluate the DQD for each
attribute observation in each sample from the sample set. For each attribute observation, it returns a value 1, if correct, or 0, if incorrect.
b. Each metric will be computed if all the sample observations attribute values reflect
the constraints. For example, the metric accuracy of an attribute defines that a range
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of values between 20 and 70 is valid. Otherwise, it is invalid. The count of correct values out of the total sample observations is the DQD ratio represented by a percentage (%). This is performed for all selected attributes and their selected DQDs.
c. The sample mean from all samples for each evaluated DQD represents a Data Qual

ity Score (DQS) estimation DQS of a data quality dimension of the data source.
d. DQP Level 4: an update to the DQP level 3 includes a data quality evaluation scheme
(DQES) with the quality scores per DQD and per attribute (DQES + Scores).
e. In summary, the quantitative quality evaluation starts with sampling, DQD’s and
DQDs metrics selection, mapping with data attributes, quality measurements, and
the sample mean DQD’s ratios.
Let us denote by Qx Score (quality score), the evaluation results of each quality evaluation request Qx in the DQES. Two types of DQES, depending on the evaluation type,
which means two kind of results scores organized per DQD of all attributes or per attribute for all DQD’s, can be identified:




Qx AList(az ), q l , ml → Qx ScoreList AList(az , Score), q l , ml or.





Qx az , DList(q l , ml ) → QxScoreList az , DList q l , ml , Score
where z = 1, . . . , r, r is the number of selected attributes, and l = 1, . . . , d, d is the
number of selected DQD’s.
The quality evaluation generates quality scores Qx Score. A quality scoring model is
used to assess these results. It is provided in the form of quality requirements to comprehend the resulted scores, which are expressed as quality acceptance level percentages. These quality requirements might be a set of values, or an interval in which values
are accepted or rejected, or a single score ratio percentage. The analysis of these scores
against quality requirements leads to the discovery and generation of quality rules for
attributes violating the quality requirements.
The quantitative quality evaluation process follows the steps described below for the


case of the evaluation of a DQD’s list among several attributes (Qx az , DList(q l , ml ) ):
1) N samples (of size n) are generated from the dataset DS using a BLB-based bootstrap
sampling approach.
2) For each sample si generated in step 1, and
3) For each az ( z = 1, . . . , r ) selected attribute in DQES in step 1, evaluate all
the DQD’s in the DList using their related metrics to obtain QxScoreList


 
az , DList q l , ml , Score , si for each sample si.
4) For all the samples scores, evaluate the sample mean of all N samples for each attrib−
ute az related to the q l evaluation scores, as q zl .
5) For the dataset DS, evaluate the quality score mean q l for each DQD for all attributes
az , as follows:

q l = 1/r

r

q
z=1 zl

The illustration in Fig. 10 shows that the q zl si Score is the evaluation of DQD q l for
the sample si for an attribute az with a metric mlq zl represents the quality score sample
mean for the attributes az.
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Quality control

The quality control is initiated when the quality evaluation results are available and
reported in the DQES in DQP Level 4. During quality control, all the quality scores
with the quality requirements of the Big Data project are checked. If any detected anomalies or a non-conformance are found, the quality control component forwards a DQP
Level 5 to the data quality rules discovery component.
At this point, various cases are highlighted. An iteration process is performed until the
required quality levels are satisfied, or the experts decide to stop the quality evaluation
process and re-evaluate their requirements. At each phase, there is a kind of quality control, even if it is not explicitly specified, within each quality process.
The quality control acts in the following cases:
Case 1: This case applies when the quality is estimated, and no rules are yet
included in the DQP Level 4 (the DQP is considered as a report, since the data
quality is still inspected, and only reports are generated with no actions yet to be
performed).
a. In the case of accepted quality scores, no quality actions need to be applied to data.
The DQP Level 4 remains unchanged and acts as a full data quality report, which
is updated with positive validation of the data per quality requirement. However, it
might include some simple pre-processing such as attribute selection and filtering.
According to the data analytics requirements and expected results planned in the
Big Data project, more specific data pre-processing actions are performed but not
related to quality in this case.
b. In the case when quality scores are not accepted, the DQP Level 4 DQES scores are
analyzed, and the DQP is updated with a quality error report about the related DQD
scores and their data attributes. DQP Level 5 is created, and it will be analyzed by the
quality rules discovery component for the pre-processing activities to be executed on
the data.
Case 2: In the presence of a DQP Level 6 that contains a quality evaluation
request of the pre-processed samples with discovered quality rules, the following
situations may occur:
a. When the quality control checks that the DQP Level 6 rules are valid and satisfy the
quality requirements, the DQP Level 6 is updated to DQP Level 7 and confirmed as
the final data quality profile, which will be applied to the data in the pre-processing
phase. DQP Level 7 is considered as important if it contains validated quality rules.
b. When the quality control is not totally or partially satisfied, the DQP Level 6 is sent
back for an adaptation of the quality selection and mapping component with valid
and invalid quality rules, quality scores, and error reports. These reports highlight
with an unacceptable score interval the quality rules that have not satisfied the quality requirements. The quality selection and mapping component provide automatic
or manual analysis and assessment of the unsatisfied quality rules concerning their
targeted DQD’s, attributes, and quality requirements. An adaptation of quality
requirements is needed to re-validate these rules. Finally, the user experts have the
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final word to continue or break the process and proceed to the pre-processing phase
with the valid rules. As part of the framework reuse specification, the invalid rules
are kept within the DQP for future re-evaluation.
Case 3: The control component will always proceed based on the quality scores
and quality requirements for both input and pre-processed data. Continuous control and monitoring are responsible for initiating DQP updates and adaptation if the
quality requirements are relaxed.
Quality rules, discovery, validation, optimization, and execution

In [67] work, it was reported that if the DQD scores do not conform to the quality requirements, then failed scores are used to discover data quality rules. When
executed on data, these rules enhance its quality. They are based on known pre-processing activities such as data cleansing. Each activity has a set of functions targeting
different types of data in order to increase its DQD ratio and the whole Data Quality
(of the Data source or the Dataset(s)).
When Quality Rules (QR) are applied to a sample set S, a pre-processed sample set
S’ is generated. A quality evaluation process is invoked on S’, generating DQD scores
for S’. Thus, a score comparison between S and S’ is conducted to filter only qualified and valid rules with a higher percentage of success among data. Then, an optimization scheme is applied to the list of valid quality rules before their application on
production data. The predefined optimization schemes vary from (1) rules priority
to (2) rules redundancy, (3) rules removal, (4) rules grouping per attribute, or (5) per
DQD’s, or (6) per duplicate rules.
a) Quality rules discovery: The discovery is based on the DQP Level 5 from the quality
control component. An analysis of the quality scores is initiated, and an error report
is extracted. If the DQD scores do not conform to the quality requirements, then
failed scores are used to discover data quality rules. When executed on data, these
rules enhance its quality. They are based on known pre-processing activities such as
data cleansing. Error! Reference source not found. illustrates the several modules of
the discovery component from DQES DQDs scores analysis versus requirements,
attributes pre-processing activities combination for each targeted DQD, and the
rules generation.
For example, an attribute having a 50% score of missing data is not accepted for a
required score of 20% or less. This initiates the generation of a quality rule, which consists of a data cleansing activity for observations that do not satisfy the quality requirements. The data cleansing or data enrichment activity is selected from the Big Data
quality profile repository. The quality rule will target all the related attributes marked
for pre-processing to reduce the 50% to 20% for the DQD completeness. Moreover,
in the case of completeness, not only cleansing can be applied to missing values,
but many alternatives are available for pre-processing activities. These activities are
related to completeness such as missing values replacement activity with many functions for several replacements’ methods like the mean, mode, and the median.
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The pre-processing activities are provided by the repository to achieve the required
data quality. Many possibilities for pre-processing activities selection are available:
• Automatic, by discovering and suggesting a set of activities or DQ rules.
• Predefined, by selecting ready-to-use quality rules proposals from the exploratory
quality profiling component, predefined pre-processing activity functions from the
repository, indexed by DQDs.
• Manual, giving the expert the ability to query the exploratory quality profiling results
for the best rules, achieving the required quality using KNN-based filtering.

b) Quality rules validation: The generated quality rules from the discovery components
are set in the DQP Level 6. As illustrated in Error! Reference source not found., the
rules validation component process starts when the DQR list is applied to the sample
set S, resulting in a pre-processed sample set S’, which is generated by the related
pre-processing activities. Then, a quality evaluation process is invoked on S’, generating DQD scores for S’. Thus, a score comparison between S and S’ is conducted to
filter only qualified and valid rules with a higher percentage of success among data.
After analyzing this score, two sets of rules are identified: successful and failed rules.
c) Quality rules optimization: After the set of discovered valid quality rules is selected,
an optimization process is activated to reorganize and filter the rules. This is due
to the nature of the evaluation parameters set in the mapping component and the
refinement of the quality requirement. These choices with the rule’s validation process will produce a list of individual quality rules that, if applied as generated, might
have the following consequences:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Redundant rules.
Ineffective rules due to the order of execution.
Multiple rules, which target the same DQD with the same requirements.
Multiple rules, which target the same attributes for the same DQD and requirements.
Rules, which drop attributes or rows, must be applied first or have a higher priority to avoid applying rules on data items that are meant to be dropped (Table 8).
The quality rules optimization component applies an optimization scheme to the
list of valid quality rules before their application to production data in the preprocessing phase. The predefined optimization schemes vary according to the following, as illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.:
Rules execution priority per attribute or DQD, per pre-processing activity, or preprocessing function.
Rules redundancy removal per attributes or DQDs.
Rules grouping, combination, per activity, per attribute, per DQD’s, or duplicates.
For invalid rules, the component consists of several actions, including rules
removal or rules adaptation from previously generated proposals in the exploratory quality profiling component for the same targeted tuple (attributes, DQDs).
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Fig. 8 Quality rules proposals with exploratory quality profiling
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Fig. 10 Big data sampling and quantitative quality evaluation

(d) Quality rules optimization: The Quality Rules execution consists of pre-processing
data using the DQP, which embeds the data quality rules that enhance the quality to
reach the agreed requirements. As part of the monitoring module, a sampling set
from the pre-processed data is used to re-assess the quality and detect eventual failures.
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Table 8 Quality rules optimization schemes
Rules’ optimization methods

Execution priority
Redundancy removal
Rules grouping and combination
Invalid rules removal and adaptation

Per
Attribute

DQD

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

PPA

PPAF

●

●

●

●

●

●

PP Pre-processing, PPA Pre-processing activity, PPAF Pre-Processing activity function

Quality monitoring

Quality Monitoring is a continuous quality control process, which relies on the DQP.
The purpose of monitoring is to validate the DQP across all the Big Data lifecycle processes. The QP repository is updated during and after the complete lifecycle as well as
after the user’s feedback data, quality requirements, and mapping.
As illustrated in Fig. 11, the monitoring process takes a scheduled snapshot of the
pre-processed Big Data all along the BDQMF for the BDQ project. This data snapshot
is a set of samples that have their quality evaluated in the BDQMF component (4).
Then, quality control is conducted on the quality scores, and an update is performed
to the DQP. The quality report may highlight the quality failure and its ratio evolution
through multiple sampling snapshots of data.
The monitoring process strengthens and enforces the quality across the Big Data
value chain using the BDQM framework while reusing the data quality profile information. For each quality monitoring iteration on the datasets from the data source, quality
reports are added to the data quality profile, updating it to a DQP Level 10.
Data processing, analytics, and visualization

This process involves the application of algorithms or methodologies, which extract
insights from the ready-to-use data, with enhanced quality. Then, the value of processed
data is projected visually as a dashboard and graphically enhanced charts for the decision-makers to act economically. Big Data visualization approaches are of high importance for the final exploitation of the data.

Fig. 11 Quality monitoring component
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Implementations: Dataflow and quality processes development
In this section, we overview the dataflow across the various processes of the framework,
we also highlight the implemented quality management processes along with the supporting application interfaces developed to support main processes. Finally, we describe
the ongoing processes’ implementations and evaluations.
Framework dataflow

In Fig. 12, we illustrate the whole process flow of the framework, from the inception of
the quality project in its specification and requirements to the quality monitoring phase.
As an ongoing process, monitoring is a part of the quality enforcement loop and may
trigger other processes that handle several quality profile operations like DQP adaptation, upgrade, or reuse.
In Table 9, we enumerate and detail the multiple processes and their interactions
within the BDQM Framework components including their inputs and outputs after
executing related activities with the quality profile (DQP), as detailed in the previous
section.
Quality management processes’ implementation

In this section, we describe the implementation of our framework’s important components, processes, and their contributions towards the quality management of Big Data
across its lifecycle.
Core processes implementation

As depicted above, core framework processes have been implemented and evaluated, in the following, we describe how these components have been implemented and
evaluated.
Quality profiling: one of the central components of our framework is the data quality
profile (DQP). Initially, the DQP implements a simple data profile of a Big Data set as an
XML file (DQP Sample illustrated in Fig. 13).

Fig. 12 Big data quality management framework data flow
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Table 9 Data quality profile levels dataflow
Proc
#

BDQMF comp
#

Description

Input

Start

BDQP

Big Data quality project
R, DS
(BDQR) creation with quality requirements R, data
sources (DS)

DQP 0 (BDQP(DS, R))

1

1

Sampling strategy parameters (sample size, number)

DQP 0 Samples set S

BDQP

Output

2

1

Data profiling

S

DQP 1 (Data Profile)

3

2

EQP: Quality rules Proposals
scenarios (Sc) based

Sc, S

DQP 2 (QR Proposals)

4

2

QQE: Best ranked attributes
selection lists

S

DQP 2 (Attributes Sets)

5

2

QQE: Combination of lists of
best attributes

S, Sets

DQP 2 (Combined Set)

6

3

Data quality evaluation
scheme specification

R, D

DQP 3 (DQES)

7

4

Quantitative quality evaluation of dataset samples

S, DQES

DQP 4 (DQES + Scores)

8

4

Quantitative quality
S’, DQES
evaluation of preprocessed
samples

DQP 7 (S’DQD Scores)

9

5

DQP 5 (DQD OK, Not)

10

6

Control of DQES DQD scores R, DQES
+ Scores

Quality Rules’ discovery
based on DQES scores

11

7

Preprocessing samples using QR List, S
discovered QR

Preprocessed Samples set S’

12

7

Quality Rules’ validation

DQP 7 (Valid, Not Valid Quality
Rules)

DQES, PPA_QPREPO DQP 6 (Quality Rules List)

S, S’ DQES + Scores

13

8

Quality Rule’s optimization

DQP 7

DQP 8 (QR optimized)

14

9

Big data preprocessing

Dataset DS

Dataset DS’

Quality monitoring

DS’ samples

DQP 10 Quality Report

End/Loop 10

DS the dataset, R Requirements, DQPx Data quality Profile Level

After traversing several framework component’s processes, it is updated to a data
quality profile. The data quality evaluation process is one of the activities that updates
the DQP with quality scores that are later used to discover data quality rules. These
rules, when applied to the original data, will ensure an output data set with higher
quality. The DQP is finally executed by the pre-processing component. Through the
end of the lifecycle, the DQP contains all pieces of information such as data quality
rules that target a set of data sources with multiple datasets, data attributes and data
quality dimensions such as accuracy, and pre-processing activities like data cleansing,
data integration, and data normalization. The Data Quality Profile (DQP) contains all
the information about the Data, its Quality, the User Quality Requirements, DQD’s,
Quality Levels, Attributes, the Data Quality Evaluation Scheme (DQES), Quality
Scores, and the Data Quality Rules. The DQP is stored in the DQP repository, which
contains the following modules, and performs many tasks related to DQP. In the following, the DQP lifecycle and its repository are described.
Quality requirement dashboard: developed as a web-based application as shown
in Fig. 14 below to capture user’s requirements and other quality information. Such
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Fig. 13 Example of data quality profile

Fig. 14 Quality requirements dashboard

requirements include for instance data quality dimension requirements specification. This application can be extended with extra information about data sources such
as attributes and their types. The user is guided through the interface to specify the
right attributes’ values and also given the option to upload an XML file containing the
relationship between attributes. The recorded requirements are finally saved to a data
quality profile level 0 which will be used in the next stage of the quality management
process.
Data preparation and sampling: The framework operations start when the quality
project’s minimal specifications are set. It initiates and provides a data quality summary
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named data quality profile (DQP) by running an exploratory quality profiling assessment
on data samples (using BLB sampling algorithm). This DQP is projected to be the core
component of the framework and every update and every result regarding the quality
is noted/recorded. The DQP is stored in a quality repository and registered in the Big
Data’s provenance to keep track of data changes due to quality enhancements.
Data quality mapping and rule discovery components: data quality mapping alleviates and adds more data quality control to the whole data quality assessment process.
The implemented mapping links and categorizes all the quality project required elements, from Big Data quality characteristics, pre-processing activities, and their related
techniques functions, to data quality rules, dimensions, and their metrics. The Data
Quality Rules’ discovery from evaluation results implementation reveals the required
actions and transformations that when applied on the data set will accomplish the targeted quality level. These rules are the main ingredients of pre-processing activities. The
role of a DQ rule is to undertake the sources of bad quality by defining a list of actions
related to each quality score. The DQ rules are the results of systematic and planned data
quality assessment analysis.
Quality profile repository (QPREPO): Finally, our framework implements the
QPREPO to manage the data quality profiles for different data types and domains and to
adapt or optimize existing profiles. This repository manages the data quality dimensions
with their related metrics, and the pre-processing activities, and their activity functions.
A QPREPO entry is implemented for each Big Data quality project with the related DQP
containing information’s about each dataset, data source, data domain, and data user.
This information is essential for DQP reuse, adaptation, and enhancement for the same
or different data sources.
Implemented approaches for quality assessment.

The framework uses various approaches for quality assessment: (1) Exploratory Quality
Profiling; (2) a Quantitative Quality Assessment approach using DQD metrics; and it’s
anticipated to add a new component for (3) a Qualitative quality assessment.
(1) Exploratory Quality Profiling implements an automatic quality evaluation that is
done systematically on all data attributes for basic DQDs. The resulted in calculated
scores are used to generate quality rules for each quality tolerance ratio variation.
These rules are then applied to other data samples and the quality is reassessed. An
analysis of the results provides an interactive quality-based rules search using several ranking algorithms (maximization, minimization, applying weight).
(2) The Quantitative Quality Assessment implements a quick data quality evaluation
strategy supported through sampling and profiling processes for Big Data. The evaluation is conducted by measuring the data quality dimensions (DQDs) for attributes using specific metrics to calculate a quality score.
(3) The Qualitative Quality Assessment approach implements a deep quality assessment to discover hidden quality aspects and their impact on the Big Data Lifecycle outputs. These quality aspects must be quantified into scores and mapped
with related attributes and DQD’s. This quantification is achieved by applying several feature selection strategies and algorithms to data samples. These qualitative
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insights are combined with those obtained before the quantitative quality evaluation early in the Quality management process.

Framework development, deployment, and evaluation

Development, deployment, and evaluation of our BDQMF framework follow a systematic modular approach where various components of the framework are developed and tested independently then integrated with the other components to
compose the integrated solution. Most of the components are implemented in R and
|Python using SparkR and PySpark libraries respectively. The supporting files like the
DQP, DQES, and configuration files are written in XML and JSON formats. Big Data
quality project requests and constraints including the data sources and the quality
expectation are implemented within the solution where more than one module might
be involved. The BDQMF components are deployed following Apache Hadoop and
Spark ecosystem architecture.
The BDQMF deployed modules implementation description and developed APIs
are listed in the following:
• Quality setting mapper (QSP): it implements an interface for automatic selection
and mapping of DQD’s and dataset attributes from the initial DQP.
• Quality settings parser (QSP): responsible for parsing and loading parameters
to the execution environment from DQP settings to data files. It is also used to
extract quality rules and scores from the DQES in the DQP.
• Data loader (DL): implements filtering, selecting, and loading all types of data
files required by the BDQMF including datasets from data sources into the Spark
environment (e.g. DataFrames, tables), it will be used by various processes or it
will persist in the database for further reuse. For data selection the uses SQL to
retrieve only attributes being set in the DQP settings.
• Data samples generator (DSG): it generates data samples from multiple data
sources.
• Quality inspector and profiler (QIP): it is responsible for all qualitative and
quantitative quality evaluations among data samples for all the BDQMF lifecycle
phases. The inspector assesses all the default and required DQD’s, and all quality
evaluations are set into the DQES within the DQP file.
• Preprocessing activities and functions execution engine (PPAF-E): all the repository preprocessing activities along with their related functions are implemented
as APIs in python and R. When requested this library will load the necessary
methods and execute them within the preprocessing activities for rules validation
and rules execution in phase 9.
• Quality rules manager (QRM): it is one of the important modules of the framework. It implements and deliver the following features:
o
o
o

Analyzes Quality results
Discovers and generates Quality rules proposals.
Quality rules validation among requirements settings.
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o
o

Quality rules refinement and optimizations
Quality rules ACID operations in the DQP files and the repository.

• Quality monitor (QM): it is responsible for monitoring, triggering, and reporting
any quality change all over the Big Data lifecycle to assure the efficiency of quality
improvement of the discovered data quality rules.
• BDQMF-Repo: is the repository where all the quality-related files, settings, requirements, results are stored. The repo is using HBase or Mongo DB to fulfill requirements of the Big Data ecosystem environments and scalability for intensive data
updates.

Conclusion
Big data quality has attracted the attention of researchers regarding Big Data as it is
considered the key differentiator, which leads to high-quality insights and data-driven
decisions. In this paper, a Big Data Quality Management Framework for addressing endto-end Quality in the Big Data lifecycle was proposed. The framework is based on a Data
Quality Profile, which is augmented with valuable information while traveling across
different stages of the framework, starting from Big Data project parameters, quality requirements, quality profiling, and quality rules proposals. The exploratory quality
profiling feature, which extracts quality information from the data, helped in building
a robust DQP with a quality rules proposal and a step over for the configuration of the
data quality evaluation scheme. Moreover, the extracted quality rules proposals are of
high benefit for the quality dimensions mapping and attribute selection component. This
fact supports the users with quality data indicators characterized by their profile.
The framework dataflow shows that any Big Data set quality is evaluated through the
exploratory quality profiling component and the quality rules extraction and validation towards an improvement in its quality. It is of great importance to ensure the right
selection of a combination of targeted DQD levels, observations (rows), and attributes
(columns) for efficient quality results, while not sacrificing vital data because of considering only one DQD. The resulted quality profile based on the quality assessment results
confirms that the contained quality information significantly improves the quality of Big
Data.
In future work, we plan to extend the quantitative quality profiling with qualitative
evaluation. We also plan to extend the framework to cope with unstructured Big Data
quality assessment.
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